We report the first wideband observations of pulsars C, D and J in the globular cluster 47 Tucanae (NGC 104) using the Ultra-Wideband Low (UWL) receiver system recently installed on the Parkes 64 m radio telescope. The wide frequency range of the UWL receiver (704-4032 MHz), along with the well-calibrated system, allowed us to obtain flux density measurements and polarization pulse profiles. The mean pulse profiles have significant linear and circular polarization, allowing for determination of the Faraday rotation measure for each pulsar. Precise measurements of the dispersion measures show a significant deviation in the value for pulsar D compared to earlier results. Searches for new pulsars in the cluster are on-going and we have determined optimal bands for such searches using the Parkes UWL receiver system.
INTRODUCTION
With 25 known radio pulsars, 47 Tucanae (47 Tuc or NGC 104) is the second most populous globular cluster (GC) in terms of number of known pulsars. All the pulsars were discovered using the Parkes 64 m radio telescope at a wavelength of 20, 50 or 70 cm (Manchester et al. 1990 (Manchester et al. , 1991 Robinson et al. 1995; Camilo et al. 2000; Lorimer et al. 2003; Knight 2007; Pan et al. 2016 ). All 25 are millisecond pulsars with spin periods smaller than 8 ms and 15 are in binary systems. McConnell & Ables (2000) made Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) radio images of the cluster at 1.4 and 1.7 GHz, they detected 11 point sources within 5 arcmin of the cluster centre and the positions of three of them can be identified with 47 Tuc C, D and J (Freire et al. 2001 ) 1 . Measured flux densities are extremely variable, mainly because of scintillation (Rickett 1977) , but also because some of the binary pulsars show eclipses of the radio emission by circumstellar gas (e.g. 47 Tuc J; see Robinson et al. 1995 for more details). Camilo et al. (2000) reported that most pulsars in 47 Tuc are visible only when the pulsar signals are amplified by scintillation. They estimated mean flux densities of the pulsars in 47 Tuc at 20 cm by assuming that scintillation effects are similar for all pulsars. To date, 14 pulsars in 47 Tuc have known flux densities measured at 436 MHz, 640 MHz and/or 1400 MHz from the Parkes telescope (Robinson leizhang996@nao .ac.cn dili@nao.cas.cn 1 Also known as PSRs J0024−7204C, J0024−7204D and J0024−7204J. et al. 1995; Camilo et al. 2000) . 47 Tuc C, D and J have flux densities measured at 1400 and 1700 MHz from ATCA (McConnell & Ables 2000) . The most recent timing models for 22 of the known pulsars in the cluster were presented by Ridolfi et al. (2016) and Freire et al. (2017) using data taken in the 20 cm (1400 MHz) observing band with the multibeam receiver on the Parkes radio telescope (Staveley-Smith et al. 1996) . There are no previous wideband or well-calibrated polarization observations of pulsars in 47 Tuc.
Here we present observations of 47 Tuc using the Ultra-Wideband Low (UWL) receiver system recently installed at the Parkes radio telescope . This receiver covers the band 704 to 4032 MHz with excellent sensitivity and polarization properties. We report wideband flux density measurements and spectral properties (Section 3.1), updated measurements of dispersion measures (DMs) (Section 3.2) and polarization pulse profiles along with Faraday rotation measures (RMs) (Section 3.3) for pulsars C, D and J in 47 Tuc.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION Pulsar observations of 47 Tuc have often used a "search" mode, where multiple frequency channels are rapidly sampled, typically with sample intervals of order 100 µs. This enables both searches for previously unknown pulsars in the cluster and the study of multiple pulsars with a given observation. However, such observations generally have restricted pulse phase, frequency and polarisation information and often use few-bit digitisation, reducing their sensitivity and dynamic range. In contrast, we can observe a specific pulsar in the cluster using the fold-mode capability. This leads to a better defined pulse profile that can be accurately calibrated in both polarisation and flux density. We have therefore obtained multiple, fold-mode observations of three of the brightest 47 Tuc pulsars (C, D and J) that cover the entire band of the UWL receiver.
A summary of the observations is given in Table 1 , which lists the pulsar name, the observing date, the observation length, the number of pulse phase bins and the corresponding file name. The data for all observations were coherently de-dispersed and channelised with 1 MHz channels, integrated for 20 s and then written to disk. Each observation was preceded by a short (1 minute) observation with a pulsed calibration signal injected into the low-noise amplifiers (see Hobbs et al. 2019 , for more details). Some early observations had 1024 bins per period; these were reduced to 512 bins as a first stage of the signal processing for consistency with the rest of the data sets. We removed 5 MHz at each edge of each of the 26 sub-bands to avoid the effects of aliasing (see Hobbs et al. 2019 , for more details) and then manually excised data affected by radio frequency interference (RFI) in frequency and time for each channel and sub-integration.
To transform the measured intensities to absolute flux densities, we used observations of the radio galaxy 3C 218 (Hydra A; see Xie et al. 2019 , for more details). We measured the flux density for each pulsar by first forming noise-free standard templates using the psrchive program paas and then using psrflux to cross-correlate the observed profile with the standard template to obtain a scaling factor and then the average flux density. The uncertainty of the flux density is estimated as the root-mean-square (rms) noise of the profile baseline.
We calibrated the polarisation response of the UWL feed using multiple observations of the bright millisecond pulsar PSR J0437−4715 that covered a wide range of parallactic angles (van Straten 2004) . To probe the polarimetric properties for each pulsar, we created a weighted sum of the 128-MHz sub-band pulse profiles. Determining the signal-to-noise (S/N) of a low-S/N profile is prone to biases. Therefore, sub-band pulse profiles in which the S/N was less than 10 were not included in the summation. The pulsars are weak in the higher bands and so our final pulse profiles covered a band between 704 and 2240 MHz. We determined the RM of the pulsars over this 1536 MHz bandwidth, using the rmfit package. The measured RMs were then used to refer all PAs to the overall band centre, 1472 MHz, before summing to form the polarisation profiles.
In order to determine the DM for each pulsar, we generated times of arrival (ToAs) from all combined observations. These ToAs were obtained by splitting the profiles into 13 unequal sub-bands defined by four groups: seven sub-bands from 704 to 1728 MHz, two sub-bands from 1728 to 2240 MHz, two sub-bands from 2240 to 3264 MHz and one sub-band from 3264 to 4032 MHz. We used the same noise-free standard template that was used when measuring the flux densities. The tempo2 (Hobbs et al. 2006 ) software package was subsequently used to fit for the DM.
The observations from the Parkes radio telescope have been obtained under project codes P1006 and PX500. Conditional on data embargoes, these data are avail- (Zhang et al. 2019) . This data collection contains (1) the raw files of multiple, fold-mode observations, (2) the calibration files, (3) the calibrated and RFI-removed profiles and (4) the flux and polarisation calibrated files for these three pulsars.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 3.1. Flux Density Measurements and Spectral
Properties We present the flux density measurements for 47 Tuc C, D and J determined from 26 sub-bands (each with a 128 MHz bandwidth) over the whole frequency band in Table 2 and shown in Figure 1 . Each panel contains three solid lines. For 47 Tuc C, these correspond to flux densities from all combined observations (labelled "all") the observations obtained in April (labelled "obs1") and the observations obtained in July (labelled "obs2"). For 47 Tuc D and J the three lines correspond to the average of all observations ("all"), a sub-set of "typical" observations ("obs1") and the observation in which the pulsar was brightest ("obs2"). For comparison, flux density estimates from previous work (Robinson et al. 1995; Camilo et al. 2000; McConnell & Ables 2000) are overlaid using blue cross and green star symbols.
These three pulsars have steep spectra. The spectra of 47 Tuc C, can be best characterized as a log-parabolic spectrum (LPS). The form of the LPS is (Jankowski et 
where x = log 10 (ν/ν 0 ), a is the curvature parameter, b is the spectral index for a = 0 and c is a constant. The fitted parameters, a, b and c are −2.6(3), −4(2) and −2(5) where uncertainties in parentheses refer to the last quoted digit from 1σ level. The spectral fitting result is shown as the dot-dashed line in the top panel of Figure 1 . The spectra of 47 Tuc D can also be characterized as a LPS. The fitted parameters, a, b and c are −3.6(8), −4 (7) and −1(2) (shown as the dot-dashed line in the middle panel of Figure 1 ). We note that this LPS fit is strongly affected by the low-frequency flux density measurements at 436 and 640 MHz. If we only use the observations described in this paper, then the spectrum can be characterized as a simple power law (Jankowski et al. 2018) :
where x = ν/ν 0 , α is the spectral index and b is a constant. The fitted parameters, α and b are −2.3(3) and 1(6). The spectral fitting result is shown as the dashed line in the Figure. For 47 Tuc J, we use a simple power law fitted to all sub-bands to measure a spectral index α = −4.7(3) with a constant b = 1(7) (shown as the dashed line in the bottom panel of Figure 1 ). However, the flux density fluctuations between observations result in large uncertainties and affect the fitting for the spectral index. Therefore, for comparison, we also fitted the bottom 22 frequency sub-bands without the first four bright sub-bands and obtained a spectral index of α = −2.7(3) with a constant b = 1(5). The spectral fitting result is shown as dot-dashed line in the Figure. The results for 47 Tuc D and J are not surprising as Jankowski et al. (2018) reported that 79% of pulsar spectra can be characterized as a simple power law. However, pulsars exhibiting a LPS spectrum, such as 47 Tuc C, in this frequency band are much less common (accounting for about 10% of the Jankowski et al. 2018 sample) .
Scintillation is known to affect the measured flux densities of the pulsars in 47 Tuc significantly (Robinson et al. 1995; Camilo et al. 2000) and our results show, in some sub-bands, flux density variations of more than an order of magnitude relative to the median value. We can determine whether such variations are typical by comparing with the large number of observations of this cluster (spanning over 10 years) present in the CSIRO data archive (Hobbs et al. 2011) . We obtained 248 publically available observations for 47 Tuc C, D and J obtained in the 20 cm observing band with 256 MHz bandwidth. The duration of the observation for each data file varied from 1 to 7 hours. We scaled the measured S/N of the folded profile of each pulsar to the value that would have been obtained after a 1 hr observation. The distribution functions of S/N variations for these three pulsars are shown in Figure 2 ; standard deviations are 47.3, 24.5 and 53.5 for 47 Tuc C, D and J respectively. Our UWL results are consistent with these distributions.
Searches for new pulsars in 47 Tuc are on-going and the Parkes UWL receiver system is ideal for such searches. In particular, the signal processor allows search-mode data streams to be coherently de-dispersed at the known DM of the pulsars within the cluster. On average, the pulsars are brightest in the lowest frequency channels, but the flux densities also vary significantly in those bands. At Parkes, the low frequency bands are also significantly affected by radio frequency interference (RFI). Using our observations we have identified clean bands and determined the S/N of the resulting profile in those bands. The S/N is lowest in the high frequency bands because the pulsars become weaker with increasing frequency. As the bandwidth to search increases, the time taken to complete a search also increases and therefore as a compromise between computational feasibility, sensitivity and the ability to detect sources exhibiting a LPS spectrum, we suggest that 799-825 MHz and 970-1260 MHz are the optimal bands for independent pulsar searching with the UWL receiver at Parkes.
DM Measurements
We provide our measurements of the DM for 47 Tuc C, D and J in Table 2 along with previous determinations from Freire et al. (2017) . Our DM determinations correspond to the central MJDs 58672, 58672 and 58673 for 47 Tuc C, D and J respectively. Our DM measurements represent an improvement in precision over the previous measurements by about one order of magnitude. For 47 Tuc C and J, the new values are not significantly different from those obtained by Freire et al. (2017) but for 47 Tuc D the new DM deviates by more than 3σ from the previous measurement. Especially for 47 Tuc D, the pulse profile evolves significantly with frequency (discussed in Section 3.3 below) and we investigated if this DM deviation could result from profile evolution over our wide band. Both the use of simulated synthetic profiles and separately deriving the DM from the lower two-thirds of the band and the upper two-thirds of the band showed that the effect of profile evolution on the derived DM was negligible, at least a factor of four smaller than the quoted DM uncertainties. The observed DM variations therefore appear real and are likely to have been caused by the moving line of sight traversing electron-density irregularities in either the interstellar medium or the intracluster medium. With continued wide-band observations, providing very precise DM estimates, spanning longer time spans we will be able to monitor such DM variations in detail.
Polarization Pulse Profiles and RMs
In Figure 3 , we present the mean polarization profiles of 47 Tuc C, D and J in four different frequency bands (centred at 1792, 1152 and 832 MHz for the top three panels). We also show the average profile for a much wider band centred at 1472 MHz in the lowest panel. We note that the S/N of the profiles in the UWL sub-bands above 2240 MHz was too low to be included. The mean pulse profiles have significant linear (red line) and circular polarization (blue line). The RMs determined for each pulsar are listed in Table 2 .
For 47 Tuc C, the observed pulse profiles show two components and the amplitudes of the two components become more equal as the observing frequency increases. The trailing component has stronger linear and circular polarization than the leading component. For 47 Tuc D, the observed pulse profiles indicate three components, the leading and central components becoming relatively weaker compared to the trailing component as the observing frequency increases. Linear polarization is clearly seen in the central and trailing components. For 47 Tuc J, the pulse profiles show three components. Linear and circular polarization is only seen in the central component.
Linear polarization and orthogonal-mode position angle (PA) jumps are commonly seen in pulsars (see e.g. Ord et al. 2004; Dai et al. 2015) . In our sample we only see evidence for an orthogonal-mode PA jump between the first and second components of 47 Tuc J (see the 704-960 MHz band in Figure 3 ). The PAs of 47 Tuc C (see the 930-1344 MHz band) and J (see the 704-960 MHz) vary significantly with pulse phase and they do not allow us to fit a 'rotating vector model' (RVM; Radhakrishnan & Cooke 1969) . For 47 Tuc D (see the 704-960 MHz), we can fit the RVM, however, we find that the magnetic inclination angle is unconstrained and therefore we cannot fully determine the emission geometry.
Over the wide observed band, we expect to see pulse shape evolution relating to intrinsic profile changes, emission arising from different positions in the magnetosphere, interstellar-medium and/or intracluster-medium effects. With coherently de-dispersed observations, we can obtain pulse profiles that are not affected by interchannel DM smearing. We measured the width of the profiles for 47 Tuc C, D and J at 50% and 10% of the peak flux density in the three observing bands centred at 832, 1152 and 1792 MHz (these results are listed in Table 2 ). As the observing frequency increases, the pulse widths decrease. Such reduction in profile width is well-known in the general pulsar population and is usually attributed to radius-to-frequency mapping (Cordes 1978) .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out the first wide bandwidth observations of pulsars C, D and J in 47 Tuc. Flux density measurements and spectral properties (Section 3.1), updated dispersion measurements (Section 3.2) and polarization pulse profiles along with Faraday rotation measures (Section 3.3) have been presented in this paper. We find small but significant changes in DM compared to previously published values, especially for 47 Tuc D, which probably result from the motion of the line of sight across electron density irregularities. We will continue to observe the pulsars with the UWL receiver in order to monitor their DM and RM variations as well as building up higher S/N polarization profiles. The observations described here were independent observations for each pulsar, but clearly a significant increase in observational efficiency would occur if we could study all the pulsars simultaneously. We can currently carry out such observations using search-mode observations, but the data volumes are prohibitive. We are therefore planning a new observing mode in which multiple pulsars (with similar DMs) can be folded online simultaneously. This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China Grant No. 11988101, 11725313, 11690024, 11743002, 11873067, 11565010, 11603046, U1531246, U1731238, U1731218 and the Strategic Priority Research Program of the Chinese Academy of Sciences Grant No. XDB23000000.
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